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The treasurer reported $1107.39 in the Guild treasury. The meeting was held in Les’ shop with 18 members
attending. The Guild welcomes two new members Jerry Campbell and Craig Marsh.

Les’ bowl with voids, stabilized with epoxy Wayne’s walnut bowl

Wayne’s ash bowl Wayne’s natural edge ash bowl



Harolde’s madrone natural edge bowl

Harolde’s madrone plate

Harolde’s ash bowl

Harolde’s walnut bowls



Bill’s peach bowl Bill’s acacia natural edge bowl

Unfortunately, at the last moment, the member
scheduled for the March demo was unable to
attend the meeting. Les provided an
impromptu demo on the steps to turn a goblet
similar to the one shown in the above image.

Blank mounted and rough turned



Roughing out the goblet proportions Remount in the four-jaw chuck

Prepare for drilling out the center Bulk removal of center material



Carbide tool used for hollowing

Ready for hollowing out center Hollowing out center

2nd carbide tool used for hollowing



At this stage, the center would be hollowed to
its finished thin wall state and sanded, but due
to time constraints we move on to the next

Simple arrangement for sanding the inside.

At this stage the thin-walled cup is supported with a cone and the stem is turned to its final
shape and sanded. The final step is to turn and finish the base.
The Guild thanks Les for providing the demonstration on a moments notice. Many questions
were asked regarding tools and the technique he used to turn the project and he provided a
wealth of information for the group.



Denny gave a short talk on three tools. He
uses the Glen-Drake skews as an extension of
his arm to provide excellent control. http://
www.glen-drake.com/Turning-Tools/

The Mario Rodriguez 3-in-1 turning gouge
combines three basic functions: a roughing gouge,
a skew and a fairly large spindle gouge https://
www.toolsforworkingwood.com/store/dept/WIP/
item/IT-MARIO125

The next meeting will be held in Les’ shop Sunday April 9, 2:30-5:00


